Online activities of more than one billion social media users all over the world form a resourceful ocean of data. Many social media mining techniques try to explore this ocean and extract different types of resources. In this thesis, we present a framework that can detect different types of meaningful social media phenomena. They usually can be viewed as a group of online activities from many social media users with a common or similar objective, such as spreading of rumors, bursting information needs on events and products, or asking for support of an action. These different types of social media phenomena are relatively rare but can be very influential.
They usually can be viewed as a group of online activities from many social media users with a common or similar objective, such as spreading of rumors, bursting information needs on events and products, or asking for support of an action. These different types of social media phenomena are relatively rare but can be very influential.
Detecting them is challenging according to its characteristics. Each phenomenon contains a collection of activities that usually take variety of forms. Taking the spreading of rumor in social media as an example, one rumor may be spread in different forms of statements and expressions. And it can be very hard to distinguish them from statements from trustful sources. Existing work of detecting different types of social media phenomena usually adopts classifiers trained on features of a single activity or cluster of activities [1] . However, the features from single activity are not sufficient for many detection tasks. And the features from cluster of activities will not be significant until that cluster becomes large enough, which cannot be used in early stage detection .
In this thesis, we propose to detect meaningful social media phenomena by signal user behaviors observed at an early stage. Just like spotting icebergs in the ocean by their tips, in our case, the tip of a social media iceberg is a small proportion of activities that exist only in social media icebergs. And they can be found even at the early stage. Therefore, we design our detection framework to first detect these specific signal activities. Then we will use them to understand the characteristic of the entire collection of activities from social media phenomena . What we learned can be used to train accurate classifiers to identify whether a collection of activities containing signal activities is a target social media phenomenon or not. This framework is generic and can be applied on detecting many different types of collective activities in social media. We apply our framework on detecting three types of meaningful soPermission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). cial media phenomena, i.e., emerging information needs, trending rumors, and persuasion campaigns.
To detect emerging information needs, we train a classifier to detect user asking question behaviors as signals. We analyze all the questions detected by this classifier and extract keywords from their content to identify emerging information needs. We find out that as signal activities, the questions being asked are substantially different from other types of activities. The keywords extracted from those questions have a considerable power of predicting the trends of Google queries [2] .
In our work of detecting trending rumors [3] , we find that when there is a rumor, even though most posts do not raise questions about it, there may be a few that do. These questions suspecting whether a piece of information is true or not can help us identify controversial and unconfirmed statements, such as social media rumors. Therefore, we adopt this type enquiry activities as signal to detect rumors. Experiment results show that our rumor detection approach can detect social media rumors at early stage effectively and efficiently.
At last, we propose to apply and improve our framework to detect another very important type of social media phenomena, i.e., persuasion campaigns. We will first study and provide a formal definition of social media persuasion campaigns. Then we will implement our detection framework and experiment it with different signal activities. We also propose to develop an algorithm to discover activities opposing the detected persuasion campaigns. We will conduct experiments on Twitter to check the effectiveness and efficiency of our method. 
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